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(Personality). For the first time ever, a collection of the astoundingly successful group's best songs

arranged for piano/vocal! Includes: One * Nothing Else Matters * Welcome Home (Sanitarium) *

Until It Sleeps * and more.
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This book consists of 12 songs: One, Harvester of Sorrow, Welcome Home (Sanitarium), Nothing

Else Matters, The Unforgiven, Enter Sandman, Until It Sleeps, Fade to Black, Seek and Destroy,

The Thing That Should Not Be, Sad But True and Mama Said.Basically, some of the songs play a

lot better than others. The more recent ballads like NEM and Unforgiven are excellent on the piano,

but Harvester, Seek and Thing just don't really translate well to the keyboard.I think you'll enjoy at

least half of this collection if you like Metallica and you've played the piano for at least a couple of

years. It's not beginner music, but most of it is fairly straightforward to play. I was a bit disappointed

at the transcription of some of the solos -- they leave some of them out -- then again, they were

meant for guitar and not piano.

Metallica as a band has 2 guitars, a bass, and drums creating a full sound. But when playing these

songs from the book, most of the time one is playing 3 notes, max. I will probably end up using

these transcriptions as a loose basis for my own interpretations. IMO, the bass line needs more

power chords generally, and the solos weren't really transcribed.I can see why someone would

dumb these down, so more people can play them and more books can be sold, but playing 3-note



Metallica didn't give me the sense I was rocking out to Metallica.

This music book is well transcribed for the piano. Great for intermediate to advanced players that

really like to rock-out on the piano (or keyboard) to the hard-hitting full power chords of Metallica.

Follows the riffs and guitar sequences right along with the cd. Most are written in the same key that

the band plays in, and if not, it tells you what the difference is. I love it. Who says you can't play

heavy metal on a piano? :)

I spent hours looking for a good Metallica score, or any for that matter! When I found this book on a

different website, it only took me one look to know that this was a great score to own.  had it for

much cheaper.Bottom line is this: Metallica fans should have this book.

it is a very good and accurate book for guitar but watchout i thought it would include tabs but it

doesnt just music. just as a heads up.
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